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The original article (Novisky et al., 2023) has been 
updated.
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Correction: Health Justice 11, 51 (2023)
https://doi.org/10.1186/s40352-023-00253-6

Following the publication of the original article 
(Novisky et al., 2023), the authors amended the Acknowl-
edgements section to acknowledge the authors partner-
ship with the Center for Justice Research and Innovation.

The statement in the Acknowledgements has been 
amended from:

“The authors would like to thank the NIC and all 
respondents who consented to participate in the 
research.”

To:
“This research was a result of a collaboration between 

the authors and CNA’s Center for Justice Research and 
Innovation. The authors would like to thank CNA for 
their partnership, as well as the NIC and all respondents 
who consented to participate in the research.”
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The online version of the original article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1186/s40352-023-00253-6.
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